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Difficulty:		​𝜅↓𝐵→𝐵𝐶 	is	a	trace-increasing	map		
Repeat-un<l-success	Method	
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We	follow	the	strategy	of	(Kato	et	al	‘15)	for	the	zero-correlaUon	length	case	
Area	Law	implies		
By	Fawzi-Renner	Bound,	there	are	channels																																									s.t.	
Proof	for	ɣ≠0	
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So		
Proof	for	ɣ≠0	
Since	
Let	R2	be	the	set	of	Gibbs	states	of	Hamiltonians	H	=	HAB	+	HBC.	Then	
Proof	for	ɣ≠0	
Summary	
•  	Locality	of	EE	(area	law)	implies	locality	of	boundary	states	
and	entanglement	spectrum		
•  	Quantum	Approximate	Markov	Chains	are	Thermal	
•  	ApplicaUons	to	high	energy/holography?		
•  	Are	two	copies	of	entanglement	spectrum	needed?		
•  	Is	the	conjecture	about	approximate	Markov	chains	true?		
•  	Thermal	state	has	same	symmetries	as	original	state.	Mapping		
from	2D	(zero	temperature)	to	1D	(thermal).	Useful	for	
classificaUon	of	(symmetry-protected)	phases?		
Open	Ques<ons:	
